
  

Scientific Knowledge Services and Writefull partner to offer artificial intelligence (AI) 
tools for improving academic writing  

Munich and London, 27 January 2021: Scientific Knowledge Services (SKS; www.knowledge.services), the            
European service provider for research and research support organizations and Writefull           
https://www.writefull.com, announce a new partnership to support researchers improving their academic           
writings, through artificial intelligence (AI).  

Both organisations discussed the possible impact of AI in the scholarly communication, especially in text               
composition and found themselves supporting a common set of values which enhances transparency and              
human decision. 

“Artificial intelligence is a vast domain which has the potential to support human endeavors, including research                
activities. We believe the AI should primarily assist consumers at an affordable cost while being built with                 
algorithm-level transparency. We are confident that our partnership with Writefull will help researchers improve              
their scholarly communication activities on both fronts: expert-to-expert and expert-with-society. We found in             
Writefull a responsible partner and we step with confidence in a relationship which we believe will help scholars                  
to better communicate their most brilliant ideas”, says Tiberius Ignat, PhD, the director of Scientific Knowledge                
Services.  

“Writefull is happy to expand our partnership network and work with Scientific Knowledge Services to offer our                 
tools to institutions. We can better serve our customers with partners who are genuinely committed to                
researchers and their needs, and who have expert local knowledge and outreach in the community. Helping                
authors and students to improve their academic writing is our key goal”, - says Juan Castro, PhD, co-founder                  
and CEO of Writefull.  

About Scientific Knowledge Services: www.knowledge.services Scientific Knowledge Services is a company           
which specializes in helping the European research organisations to embrace new technologies and ways of               
working. Since 2015, we run a successful series of workshops in partnership with UCL Press and LIBER                 
Europe - Focus On Open Science. The company is helping research organizations, libraries, and publishers to                
develop modern science communication programs, nurture communities or research practice, develop citizen            
science programs and offer consultancy for a transition to Open Science practices. 

About Writeful: www.writefull.com helps students and researchers with their scientific English writing by giving              

http://www.knowledge.services/
https://www.writefull.com/


  

deep and comprehensive language feedback. It uses AI-based algorithms that have been trained on millions of                
published papers. Thanks to this, Writefull's feedback is uniquely tailored to scientific & academic writing.               
Writefull offers a suite of tools including Writefull for Word and Writefull for Overleaf which helps during the                  
writing process, as well as web-based Writefull Revise and Writefull Cite, which help improve the text at the final                   
stages and review and find missing citations and references, based on semantics models. Writefull provides               
practical help to follow the norms and patterns of academic writing, tailored to researchers’ needs. Writefull                
helps to get research outputs published in the best journals. Visit https://writefull.com/ and follow @writefullapp               
on Twitter. 
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